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Abstract
Cell-cell interactions mediated by the Notch signaling pathway occur throughout C. elegans
embryogenesis. These interactions have major roles in specifying cell fates and in tissue morphogenesis. The
network of Notch interactions is linked in part through the Notch-regulated expression of components of the
pathway, allowing one interaction to pattern subsequent ones. The Notch signal transduction pathway is
highly conserved in animal embryogenesis. The REF-1 family of bHLH transcription factors are major
targets of Notch signaling in the C. elegans embryo, and are distantly related to HES proteins that are targets
of Notch signaling in Drosophila and vertebrates.

1. Introduction
The Notch signaling pathway plays a central role in patterning metazoan development, and is used in
remarkably diverse cell fate decisions (for general review, see Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999). C. elegans contains
two, closely-related proteins called GLP-1 and LIN-12 in the Notch family of transmembrane receptors. Cell
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interactions mediated by these receptors have been documented throughout embryonic and postembryonic
development of C. elegans. For example, Notch signaling controls mesoderm induction during embryonic
development, and controls germ cell mitosis during postembryonic development (see below and Austin and Kimble,
1987).
The general mechanism of signal transduction, here called the Notch pathway for simplicity, has been
elucidated primarily through studies in C. elegans and Drosophila, and is reviewed in detail in LIN-12/Notch
signaling in C. elegans. Briefly, signaling is activated when the receptor Notch contacts a ligand in the DSL
(Delta/Serrate/LAG-2) protein family. Inductive interactions occur when one cell expresses the receptor and a
neighboring cell expresses the ligand. In lateral signaling, two or more equivalent cells express both the ligand and
the receptor; interactions between the cells modulate ligand/receptor levels to achieve asymmetry (see Wilkinson et
al., 1994). Contact between ligand and receptor initiates a series of cleavage events that liberate the intracellular
domain of the receptor. This domain then enters the nucleus, where it activates gene expression in conjunction with
the DNA-binding protein LAG-1/Su(H).
A principal target of Notch signaling in the embryo is the ref-1 gene family, consisting of ref-1, hlh-25,
hlh-26, hlh-27, hlh-28, and hlh-29 (Neves and Priess, 2005). One or more of these genes is expressed after each of
the Notch interactions in the early embryo. These genes encode unusual proteins with two separate bHLH
(basic-helix-loop-helix) domains (Alper and Kenyon, 2001). Each basic domain shows moderate similarity to the
basic domains of HES (Hairy and Enhancer of Split) proteins that are principal targets of Notch signaling in
Drosophila and vertebrates. HES proteins mediate transcriptional repression by binding the corepressor Groucho;
REF-1 has been shown to bind C. elegans UNC-37/Groucho, and depleting UNC-37 can cause defects resembling
those caused by depleting REF-1 family members (Neves and Priess, 2005). However, the REF-1 proteins lack
several key characteristics of HES proteins, and thus appear to be highly diverged relatives. The network of Notch
interactions in the C. elegans embryo suggests that there are several additional, as yet unidentified, targets of Notch
signaling. Recent studies have identified a group of Notch targets during postembryonic development, but it is not
known whether any of these function in the embryonic interactions (Berset et al., 2001; Gupta and Sternberg, 2002;
Lamont et al., 2004; Yoo et al., 2004).

2. The first and second interactions in the AB lineage
The first division of the fertilized egg produces two cells called AB and P1 (Figure 1). These cells undergo
very different, but reproducible, patterns of division and differentiation that are referred to as cell lineages (Sulston
et al., 1983). The division of P1 is oriented along the anterior/posterior axis; this division is asymmetric and produces
daughters (EMS and P2) that express distinct sets of proteins. For example, only P2 expresses the Notch ligand
APX-1/Delta (Mickey et al., 1996). The division of AB is oriented along the transverse axis, but as the spindle
elongates one AB daughter is displaced toward the posterior; this daughter is called ABp and the more anterior
daughter is called ABa. ABa and ABp initially are equivalent (Priess and Thomson, 1987), and both express the
receptor GLP-1/Notch (Evans et al., 1994) (see also Translational control of maternal RNAs). However, the
posterior displacement of ABp puts it in contact with the ligand-expressing P2 cell; thus in a 4-cell embryo
GLP-1/Notch is activated in ABp, but not in ABa (Figure 1). The Notch signal transduction components that
mediate the first interaction, such as GLP-1 and APX-1, are expressed maternally (Mango et al., 1994; Mello et al.,
1994). Notch signaling induces the embryonic expression of the ref-1 family within about 25 minutes,
corresponding to the birth of the ABp granddaughters (Figure 2; Neves and Priess, 2005).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of early blastomeres at the 2-cell, 4-cell, and 12-cell stages; the 12-cell embryo is a ventral view with the AB descendants
splayed to demonstrate cell contacts. For simplicity, AB descendants at the 12-cell stage such as ABala or ABarp are labeled "ala" and "arp". In this and
other Figures, cells expressing GLP-1/Notch are outlined in red, and Notch-activated cells are shown first in light green, then dark green at later time
points.

At the 12-cell stage of embryogenesis, maternally-expressed GLP-1/Notch remains on the surfaces of the ABa
descendants, and two new P1 descendants, called MS and E, become signaling cells (Figure 1; Hutter and Schnabel,
1994; Mango et al., 1994; Lin et al., 1995). Genetic studies suggest that the signal(s) expressed by MS and E are the
products of embryonically-transcribed genes, because signaling is dependent on the transcription factor SKN-1
(Bowerman et al., 1992; Shelton and Bowerman, 1996). Although the molecular identify of the MS signal is not
known, it is likely to be a Delta-related ligand similar to APX-1 because P2 can partially substitute for MS signaling
within chimeric embryos (Shelton and Bowerman,1996). MS contacts two of the four ABa descendants present at
the 12-cell stage, and activates GLP-1. The entire ref-1 family is expressed about 25 minutes later in the
granddaughters of those two ABa descendants (Figure 2, see also Figure 4; Neves and Priess, 2005). ABp
descendants also continue to express GLP-1/Notch at the 12-cell stage, and these cells also are in contact with MS or
E. However, the Notch-activated ABp granddaughters appear to be refractive to the second Notch interaction in
normal development, and can respond only if the first Notch interaction is blocked by manipulation or mutation
(Mello et al.,1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994).
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Figure 2. The first four Notch interactions in the AB lineage. A partial lineage of the AB blastomere is shown in red; for simplicity the vertical axis is
not scaled accurately with respect to time. A subset of descendants of ABa and ABp that express GLP-1 or LIN-12 contact various ligand-expressing cells
(blue) and activate Notch signaling. Expression of the REF-1 family members occurs about 25 minutes after an interaction (bold black lines). For
comparison with Figure 5, the left and right head precursors are indicated. The bottom panel shows the effects of Notch signaling on the various fates of
AB descendants. The pattern of cell division and differentiation of a cell is considered here as its 'fate'. In wild-type development, the eight AB descendants
have unique fates that can be represented by their names (ABala, ABarp, etc); for simplicity, these different fates/names are represented as numbers with
the key shown at right. Defects in Notch signaling transform one or more of these cells to resemble other cells as shown. In the absence of Notch signaling,
all eight cells express TBX-37, -38 (magenta) and adopt one of two fates (1a or 1p, where a= anterior and p=posterior). For example, all of the 1a cells
adopt a pattern of development that resembles a wild-type ABala cell. When only the first interaction occurs, TBX-37, -38 are repressed in ABp
descendants and these cells adopt new fates as shown. If embryos undergo both the first and second interaction, ABa descendants (boxed) also change their
fate as indicated. When all four interactions occur (bottom line), all AB descendants have their wild-type fates.

One role of the first and second AB interactions is to define which AB descendants produce pharyngeal cells
(Figure 3). The C. elegans pharynx is primarily a mesodermal organ containing muscle cells, gland cells, support
cells, and several neurons. The key regulator of pharyngeal development is the forkhead transcription factor PHA-4
(Mango et al., 1994; Azzaria et al., 1996; Horner et al., 1998; Kalb et al., 1998). PHA-4 is essential for the
development of all pharyngeal cell types (Mango et al., 1994), and forced expression of PHA-4 is sufficient to
induce ectopic pharyngeal development (Horner et al., 1998; Kalb et al., 1998). In early embryogenesis, the
Notch-activated ABa descendants, but not ABp descendants, express PHA-4 and produce pharyngeal cells.
Preventing the second Notch interaction by depleting Notch pathway components such as GLP-1, APH-1, APH-2,
or SEL-8 (Priess et al., 1987; Doyle et al., 2000; Goutte et al., 2000; Petcherski and Kimble, 2000; Goutte et al.,
2002), or by killing the signaling cell MS (Hutter and Schnabel, 1994; Mango et al., 1994), prevents ABa
descendants from producing pharyngeal cells. Conversely, preventing the first interaction allows ABp descendants
to respond to signaling from MS (and E), such that these descendants produce pharyngeal cells ectopically (Hutter
and Schnabel, 1994; Mello et al., 1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994). Thus in normal development the first interaction
prevents, and the second interaction induces, pharyngeal development.
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Figure 3. Model summarizing the various outputs of the first four Notch interactions in the AB lineage. The first two interactions are mediated by
GLP-1, and the second two require either LIN-12 and GLP-1. For example, the second interaction (mediated by GLP-1) activates the expression of
LIN-12/Notch, but represses the expression of LAG-2/Delta. Although the tbx-37, -38 genes appear to be direct targets of REF-1 family members, it is not
known whether other examples of repression are direct or indirect. Adapted from Neves and Priess (2005).

Because the lack of induced pharyngeal tissue, (caused by a defect in the second interaction), can mask the
hyperinduction of pharyngeal tissue (caused by a defect in the first interaction), the role of GLP-1 in the first
interaction was discovered only after the second interaction had been well-characterized. Early experiments
demonstrated that interactions between ABp and P2 at the 4-cell stage were required for ABp to produce a
non-pharyngeal tissue (valve cells; Bowerman et al., 1992). However, the requirement for GLP-1 in the interaction
between ABp and P2 was deduced from later discoveries that (1) the P2 ligand was a Delta-like protein, (2)
temperature-sensitive GLP-1 alleles had an additional temperature-sensitive period before the 12-cell stage, (3)
glp-1 mutants had lineage defects in ABp as well as in ABa descendants, and that (4) preventing P2 from contacting
ABp in wild-type embryos caused lineage defects similar to those seen in glp-1 mutants (Hutter and Schnabel, 1994;
Mello et al., 1994; Moskowitz et al. 1994).
Why do two Notch-mediated interactions that occur in rapid succession at the 4-cell and 12-cell stages, that
use the same receptor (GLP-1) and functionally similar ligands, and that have at least one common target (the ref-1
family), have opposite effects on pharyngeal development? Cell culture experiments suggested that the age of the
AB descendants is critical for determining the respective outcomes of the two interactions (Shelton and Bowerman,
1996). In these experiments, an AB blastomere was isolated and allowed to divide in culture to the equivalent of the
12-cell stage, then combined with a P2 blastomere from a 4-cell embryo. The AB descendants responded by
expressing pharyngeal markers appropriate for the 12-cell interaction, rather than markers appropriate for the 4-cell
interaction. The molecular basis for this time-dependent difference appears to be two functionally-redundant T-box
transcription factors called TBX-37 and TBX-38 that are essential for AB descendants to produce pharyngeal tissue
(Good et al., 2004). The first Notch interaction represses tbx-37, -38 expression in ABp descendants, thus preventing
those cells from producing pharyngeal tissue (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4). Indeed, repression of tbx-37, -38
appears to be a primary function of the first Notch interaction: Many of the defects in ABp development that result
from blocking the first Notch interaction can be suppressed by simultaneously removing TBX-37, -38 activities
(Good et al., 2004). Thus the first interaction restricts the competence to produce pharyngeal cells to ABa
descendants, by repressing the tbx-37, -38 genes, while the second Notch interaction specifies which of the ABa
descendants that express TBX-37, -38 will produce pharyngeal tissue.
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Figure 4. Ventral view of 26-cell embryos showing expression of TBX-38 and a REF-1 family member, HLH-29. At this stage there are eight ABa, and
eight ABp, descendants. ABp descendants are induced to express HLH-29 and other REF-1 family members by the first Notch interaction, thus preventing
TBX-38 expression in these cells. HLH-29 and a subset of other REF-1 family members are expressed in EMS descendants (circled) independent of Notch,
and similarly prevent TBX-38 expression. TBX-38 is expressed at high levels in all ABa descendants before the second Notch interaction induces high
levels of the REF-1 family. The asterisk indicates an example of an ABa descendant that expresses TBX-38 but is not activated by Notch signaling.
Adapted from Neves and Priess (2005).

3. Notch-dependent/Notch-independent gene regulation
tbx-37, -38 appear to be direct targets of REF-1-mediated repression after the first Notch interaction.
Depletion of REF-1 family members causes derepression in ABp descendants of a transgene containing sequences
upstream of tbx-37, and REF-1 can bind an element from the tbx-37 promoter in vitro (Neves and Priess, 2005).
Although the ref-1 family is expressed in response to Notch activation in the AB lineage, some members of the ref-1
family are expressed in EMS descendants (Robertson et al., 2004; Broitman-Maduro et al., 2005) in a pathway that
is independent of Notch signaling (Figure 4; Neves and Priess, 2005). This Notch-independent pathway involves the
maternally-expressed transcription factor SKN-1 (Neves and Priess, 2005) and embryonically-expressed targets of
SKN-1 called MED-1, -2 (Maduro et al., 2001; Broitman-Maduro et al., 2005). MED-1,2 are related to GATA
transcription factors, but recognize non-canonical sites in the promoters of some ref-1 family members
(Broitman-Maduro et al., 2005). Depletion of REF-1 family members derepresses tbx-37, -38 expression in EMS
descendents, suggesting the REF-1 family has similar functions in ABp and EMS cells irrespective of how ref-1
expression is initiated (Neves and Priess, 2005).
If the REF-1 family members repress tbx-37, -38 in ABp and EMS descendants, why do REF-1 family
members fail to repress tbx-37, -38 in the Notch-activated ABa descendants? The timing of the Notch interactions
relative to tbx-37, -38 expression may be the critical difference between these cells. At the 24-cell stage, when
TBX-37, -38 is first detectable, the REF-1 family is present at high levels in ABp and EMS descendants, but present
at only low levels in the Notch-activated ABa descendants (Figure 4; Neves and Priess, 2005). Thus there may be
insufficient levels of the REF-1 family members in ABa descendants to prevent TBX-37, -38 expression. The
target(s) of the second Notch interaction that collaborates with TBX-37, -38 to induce expression of PHA-4, and
thus promote mesodermal development, has not yet been identified.

4. The third AB Notch interaction: Formation of the bilaterally symmetrical head
In normal development, an ABp descendant called ABplaaa and an ABa descendant called ABarpap produce
cells that contribute to the left and right sides of the head, respectively (Sulston et al., 1983). The divisions and
differentiation patterns of the left and right head precursors are identical, although the sisters and cousins of these
cells have very different developmental patterns. The first evidence that cell interactions were involved in head
development came from the finding that lin-12 glp-1 double mutants had a 'twisted nose' (Lambie and Kimble,
1991). The developmental pattern of the right head precursor is not noticeably altered by killing neighboring cells,
suggesting that it is not influenced by cell interactions . However the development of the left head precursor is
altered markedly when precursors of neighboring cells are killed (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995a; Moskowitz and
Rothman, 1996). Mutations in genes encoding the Notch pathway components LAG-2/Delta, LAG-1/S(uH), or
LIN-12/Notch together with GLP-1/Notch cause similar defects in ABplaaa development, indicating that the fate of
6
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the left precursor is specified by the Notch pathway (Figure 5; Moskowitz and Rothman, 1996). The left precursor
expresses LIN-12, and appears to be signaled by a neighboring cell called ABalapp that expresses the ligand LAG-2
(Moskowitz and Rothman, 1996).

Figure 5. Notch signaling and head development. The top four panels show embryos as listed that were stained to visualize adherens junctions
surrounding the hypodermal (skin) cells on the surface (see Epidermal morphogenesis). The right side of the lin-12 glp-1 mutant is similar to wild-type
embryos; the H0 and H1 hypodermal cells produced by the right head precursor are indicated with asterisks. Note that these cells are not produced by the
left head precursor in this embryo, nor are they produced on the left side of lag-1 or lag-2 mutant embryos. The bottom panels show a dorsal view of a
wild-type embryo with the granddaughters of the left and right head precursors indicated. Both sets of granddaughters normally express REF-1, however
killing the ligand-expressing cell for the third Notch interaction blocks expression only in the left cells. Adapted from Moskowitz and Rothman (1996);
Neves and Priess (2005).

The ref-1 gene is a target of the third Notch interaction, and is expressed in the daughters and granddaughters
of the left head precursor (Neves and Priess, 2005). Because the role of the third interaction is to make the left
precursor identical to the right, it is intriguing that ref-1 is expressed simultaneously in the daughters and then
7
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granddaughters of the right head precursor; this expression pattern is independent of Notch (Figure 5). ref-1 mutants
show defects on both the left and right sides of the head, suggesting that ref-1 must function on both sides for proper
development (Alper and Kenyon, 2001; Neves and Priess, 2005). Thus the bilateral symmetry of the C. elegans head
results in part from Notch-dependent REF-1 expression on the left side, and Notch-independent REF-1 expression
on the right side.

5. The fourth AB Notch interaction: specification of the excretory cell
The fourth Notch interaction involves an AB descendant called ABplpapp. Cell killing experiments and
analysis of Notch pathway mutants showed that the fate of ABplpapp is specified through Notch signaling (Hutter
and Schnabel, 1995a; Moskowitz and Rothman, 1996). In normal development one of the ABplpapp descendants
produces the excretory cell (Sulston et al., 1983), a cell type missing in glp-1 lin-12 double mutants and in lag-2 or
lag-1 single mutants (Lambie and Kimble, 1991). Cell killing experiments, and localization studies suggest that the
Notch pathway is activated in ABplpapp through LAG-2 signaling from one or both of the daughters of a cell called
MSap (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995a; Moskowitz and Rothman, 1996). ref-1 is a target of the fourth interaction, and
appears in the daughters of ABplpapp (Figure 2; Neves and Priess, 2005). Because other ref-1 family members do
not appear to be expressed in these cells, and ref-1 mutants have an excretory cell, there may be additional Notch
targets in the fourth interaction.

6. A combinatorial Notch code for AB specification
AB descendants normally have unique developmental patterns that can be called 'fates'. The ability to trace
division and differentiation patterns (lineages) of individual cells in living C. elegans embryos provides a wealth of
information for assigning cell fate. A typical cell lineage might contain asymmetric divisions, programmed cell
deaths, and descendants that undergo characteristic numbers of cell cycles before terminally differentiating. For
example, cells like ABarp and ABprp are both ectodermal precursors that produce some descendants that express
similar molecular markers. However, the lineages of these cells are very different, and it is much more informative
to say that ABarp has an 'ABarp fate' than to say it is an ectodermal precursor.
Although Notch interactions occur both before and after the AB8 stage, when there are eight AB descendants.
This stage provides a useful reference point for summarizing the effects of Notch signaling on the fates of AB
descendants (Figure 2). After the first four Notch interactions are completed in wild-type embryos, there are only
two AB8 cells that have not experienced Notch signaling; these are the cells ABala and ABarp (Figure 1 and Figure
2). As cell lineages in mutants defective in the Notch pathway were determined, it was discovered that multiple AB8
descendants were transformed such that they acquired characteristics of wild-type ABala and ABarp cells (Hutter
and Schnabel, 1994; Mello et al., 1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994). The most extensive of these lineage studies (Hutter
and Schnabel, 1994) showed that the transformations were remarkably complete. Thus, the ABala and ABarp
lineage patterns can be considered as primary fates for all AB8 cells, with the four Notch interactions diversifying
these fates.
As shown in the summary model in Figure 2 (see also Hutter and Schnabel, 1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994;
Hutter and Schnabel, 1995a), the AB8 cells consist of two pairs of anterior/posterior sister cells from ABa and two
pairs from ABp. In the absence of Notch signaling, each of the four anterior sister cells adopts a primary fate
(represented by 1a= ABala) and each of the four posterior sister cells adopts a different primary fate (represented by
1p = ABarp). TBX-37, -38 contribute to these primary fates in normal development, and a failure in the first
interaction causes misexpression of TBX-37, -38 in ABp descendants (Good et al., 2004). In the descendants of
ABp, the first Notch interaction converts primary fates 1a and 1p into secondary fates 2a and 2p, respectively, by
repressing expression of TBX-37, -38. The second Notch interaction, in ABa descendants, converts 1a and 1p fates
into 3a and 3p fates, respectively; in these cells TBX-37, -38 collaborate with an unknown target of Notch signaling
to induce pharyngeal development (Good et al., 2004). The third and fourth interactions convert 2a into 4a fates, and
2p into 5p fates, respectively. This simple code for the first four Notch interactions predicts most of the cell lineage
changes observed in embryos that either lack specific Notch interactions, or that undergo ectopic Notch interactions
(Hutter and Schnabel, 1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994; Hutter and Schnabel, 1995a).

7. Intersection of the Notch pathway and the POP-1 polarity pathway
The model for the first four Notch interactions requires that there is a Notch-independent difference between
anterior and posterior sister cells (1a vs 1p, 2a vs 2p, etc). Several early studies provided evidence for differences
8
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between anterior and posterior sister cells in C. elegans, and suggested that cells throughout the embryo somehow
recognized a common anterior/posterior axis of polarity (Way et al., 1994). For example, several anterior/posterior
divisions occur in late embryogenesis that show similar, asymmetrical expression of the transcription factor UNC-86
(Finney and Ruvkun, 1990) Analysis of mutants with transformed cell lineages in early embryogenesis suggested
that early cells also recognize a common axis of anterior/posterior polarity, irrespective of cell fate (Mello et al.,
1992). For example, the MS blastomere is positioned in the middle of a wild-type embryo, and the MS descendant
born from the cleavage pattern posterior/anterior/anterior/posterior/posterior (MSpaapp) invariably undergoes the
first apoptotic cell death; no other MS descendants die at that stage (Sulston et al., 1983). The developmental pattern
of MS is determined in part by the transcription factor SKN-1 (Bowerman et al., 1992), and mutants with
inappropriate SKN-1 activity in AB or P1 descendants produce ectopic-MS-like cells in the anterior and posterior of
the embryo, respectively (Mello et al., 1992). Remarkably, the anterior and posterior MS-like cells can each produce
a descendant from a paapp division sequence that undergoes apoptosis, as does MSpaapp in the middle of wild-type
embryos. Thus, cells that are located in different positions, but that express the same transcription factor, sense
anterior/posterior polarity in a similar manner and differentiate accordingly.
The transcription factor POP-1 appears to be the basis for the shared anterior/posterior polarity of embryonic
cells; POP-1 is related to vertebrate Tcf/Lef proteins, whose activities are regulated by Wnt signaling (Lin et al.,
1995; Kaletta et al., 1997; Lin et al., 1998). When an embryonic cell divides in C. elegans, the anterior daughter has
a high level of POP-1 while the posterior daughter has a low level (Figure 6). In the AB lineage, POP-1 asymmetry
first appears in the AB8 descendants, and is reiterated in successive divisions of these cells (Figure 6, lower panel).
In numerous examples of anterior/posterior cell fate decisions, including the 1a/1p [ABala vs ABarp] decision, high
levels of POP-1 are required for anterior fates (Lin et al., 1998). This suggests that POP-1 levels must be lowered for
the posterior fate. POP-1 asymmetry is generated in the early embryo by a non-canonical Wnt pathway involving the
ligand MOM-2/Wnt and a Nemo-like kinase called LIT-1 (Kaletta et al., 1997; Rocheleau et al., 1997; Thorpe et al.,
1997; Rocheleau et al., 1999). The difference between anterior and posterior sisters appears to be generated by
controlling the nuclear uptake of POP-1 after cell division (Rocheleau et al., 1999; Maduro et al., 2002; Lo et al.,
2004).
Some experiments have suggested that AB descendants have an intrinsic ability to produce ABala-like cells
(anterior fates), but that signaling between AB and P1 at the 2-cell stage initiates a latent polarity required for
subsequent AB descendants to produce ABarp-like cells (posterior fates; Hutter and Schnabel, 1995b). However,
other studies found that AB descendants showed characteristics of both ABala and ABarp development in the
absence of P1 (Gendreau et al., 1994; Wittmann et al., 1997; Park and Priess, 2003). Although these differing results
have not been entirely resolved, recent studies have suggested that POP-1 asymmetry at the AB8 and later stages
may be generated by different pathways (Park and Priess, 2003). The normal onset of POP-1 asymmetry (at the AB8
stage) appears to involve MOM-2/Wnt signaling from P1 descendants; AB8 cells produced from an isolated AB
blastomere do not show POP-1 asymmetry, while AB8 cells combined with P1 descendants exhibit POP-1
asymmetry. However, there appears to be a transition in later embryogenesis such that older cells can divide with
POP-1 asymmetry in the absence of signaling from P1 descendants. This latter asymmetry does not require
MOM-2/Wnt, but requires the transmembrane receptor MOM-5/Frizzled, a putative receptor for Wnt signaling.
Interestingly, MOM-5::GFP shows an asymmetrical localization to the posterior pole of dividing AB descendants in
normal embryos, and localizes asymmetrically in cultured, isolated cells that have no apparent Wnt signaling (Park
et al., 2004). The correlation between asymmetric, high levels of MOM-5::GFP and the subsequent low level of
nuclear POP-1 suggests that MOM-5/Frizzled asymmetry plays a role in normal POP-1 asymmetry. Although
POP-1 asymmetry is evident after the AB8 stage in mutants lacking MOM-2/Wnt, cells do not show the normal
anterior/posterior polarity of POP-1 expression. Thus early MOM-2/Wnt signaling may serve in part to orient the
polarity of subsequent asymmetric cell divisions. The asymmetric localization of MOM-5::GFP is reminiscent of the
Frizzled protein in Drosophila, which may be asymmetrically localized through the planar polarity pathway (Strutt,
2001). Future studies should address whether a similar pathway functions in the early C. elegans embryo.
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Figure 6. POP-1 asymmetry in AB descendant. The left panel shows POP-1 expression in an embryo containing 32 AB descendants, and the right panel
shows the same embryo stained with DAPI and an antibody that recognizes the midbody between sister cells (blue arrows). Note the high level of nuclear
POP-1 in the most anterior sister of each pair in the left panel. The nuclear localization of POP-1 is cell cycle dependent and not seen during mitosis (large
arrow in right panel indicates a dividing cell). The bottom panel shows a lineage diagram of AB descendants, with high nuclear POP-1 indicated by light
blue and low nuclear POP-1 indicated by dark blue. Only the first few divisions of the AB descendants are shown. Adapted from Park and Priess (2003).

8. Notch interactions in later AB descendants
lin-12 mutants and lin-12 glp-1 double mutant embryos have several defects in AB development beyond those
described above, indicating that there are multiple additional roles for Notch signaling in embryogenesis. The double
mutants do not form a rectum and lack rectal cells (called K, K' and F, U), they lack the anal depressor muscle, and
lack at least one intestinal muscle (Lambie and Kimble, 1991). The transcription factor PAL-1 appears to be
required for rectal development (Edgar et al., 2001) and appears to be a direct target of Notch signaling (L. Edgar
and B. Wood, unpublished). In wild-type embryos, PAL-1 is expressed in ABplpappp, the grandparent of the K and
K' cells, and in ABplppppp, the grandparent of the anal depressor muscle and an intestinal muscle (Edgar et al.,
2001). ABplpappp is a daughter of ABplpapp, the cell signaled by the fourth Notch interaction, however ABplppppp
is not a descendant of ABplpapp. Thus PAL-1 expression in ABplppppp appears to be regulated by a fifth Notch
interaction. Interestingly, the signaling cells for this interaction appear to be descendants of MSapa and MSapp
(Edgar and Wood, unpublished), the same cells that function as signaling cells in the fourth AB interaction and the
E4 interaction in the intestine (see below and Figure 7). The MSapa and MSapp cells express the ligand
LAG-2/Delta while their bilateral symmetrical relatives do not (Moskowitz and Rothman, 1996). They enter the
body cavity during gastrulation, where they contact the intestinal precursors and a succession of AB descendants
that move toward the ventral midline during gastrulation (Figure 7 and see Gastrulation in C. elegans). Thus the MS
descendants appear to be one of the main signaling centers in the embryo.
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Figure 7. MSap descendants provide an inductive focus of Notch signaling on the left side of the embryo. Schematic diagram of a cross section through an
embryo at successive time points. MS descendants are indicated with a bold black outline with the left, ligand-expressing cells shown in blue.
LIN-12-expressing cells are outlined in red, and cells that undergo Notch signaling are filled with green. As gastrulation movements cause AB descendants
to flow toward the ventral midline (arrows outside embryo), they come into contact with the ligand-expressing cell.

Additional interactions occur as AB descendants on the left and right sides of the embryo meet at the ventral
midline. In wild-type embryogenesis, an AB descendant called ABprpapppp on the right side of the vental midline
produces a pair of valve cells that link the intestine to the rectum. This descendant contacts a bilaterally symmetrical
cell on the left side of the embryo, called ABplpapppp, that normally produces a neuron and a rectal epithelial cell
(Sulston et al., 1983). However, if the right cell is killed immediately after its birth, the left cell instead produces the
valve cell pair (Bowerman et al., 1992). If the left and right cells are prevented from contacting each other, both
produce valve cell pairs. Because both the left and right cells produce valve cell pairs in lag-2 mutants, the Notch
pathway appears to be required to restrict valve cell development to the left cell (Bowerman et al., 1992).
lin-12 mutants hatch as larvae with defects in two ventral midline cells called G2 and W; loss of function
mutants appear to have two W-like cells, while gain of function mutants have two G2-like cells (Greenwald et al.,
1983). Both G2 and W express LIN-12 prominently during ventral enclosure (J. Priess, unpublished); these cells do
not appear to contact the MS descendants, and the ligand-expressing cells for this interaction are not known.
With the possible exception of the valve cell and G2/W interactions, all of the Notch interactions that have
been characterized thus far in the embryo are inductive, in contrast to lateral interactions between initially equivalent
cells that can occur during postembryonic development (see LIN-12/Notch signaling in C. elegans). Perhaps the
twin constraints of rapid development and relatively few cells in early embryogenesis favors the precision of
asymmetric, inductive interactions, where the outcome is invariant. Future studies should determine whether
examples of lateral interactions occur in later embryogenesis.

9. Notch interactions in P1 descendants
Several P1 descendants express GLP-1/Notch or LIN-12/Notch in wild-type development (J. Priess,
unpublished). However, Notch interactions thus far have been described only for the E blastomere, a P1 descendant
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that generates the entire intestine (Hermann et al., 2000). Stages of intestinal development are designated as E2, E4,
etc. to indicate the number of E descendants in the intestinal primordium; Notch interactions mediated by LIN-12
occur at both the E4 and E16 stages (Figure 8). At the E4 stage, all four E descendants express LIN-12/Notch, but
only the two left cells contact LAG-2/Delta-expressing cells outside the primordium. Notch signaling activates
REF-1 expression in the left E4 cells, and REF-1 functions to down-regulate LIN-12 expression in the left E8 cells
(Neves and Priess, 2005). Thus LIN-12 remains only in the right E8 and early E16 cells, where it is activated at the
E16 stage by the ligand APX-1/Delta (Hermann et al., 2000). The E16 interaction leads to a second wave of REF-1
expression on the right side (Figure 8; Neves and Priess, 2005). The E16 interaction initiates asymmetrical
movements that eventually twist the developing intestine. Thus, in the intestinal lineage Notch signaling regulates
cell behavior during morphogenesis, rather than regulating cell fate specification. How ref-1, or other possible
targets of the E16 interaction, lead to intestinal twist is not yet known.

Figure 8. The E4 and E8 Notch interactions in the intestinal primordium are illustrated in the top row. Cell in the intestinal primordium (circled in bottom
panels) express REF-1 in the left E4, leading to the down-regulation of LIN-12 at the E8 stage. The E16 interaction then induces REF-1 expression in the
right cells. Adapted from Neves and Priess (2005).

10. Notch regulation of Notch signaling components
As illustrated by Notch signaling in the intestinal primordium, the complex patterns of interactions during
embryogenesis stem in part from Notch-mediated regulation of Notch signaling components. These links allow one
interaction to pattern subsequent interactions. The activation of maternally-expressed GLP-1/Notch by the first two
interactions in the AB lineage induces the embryonic expression of LIN-12/Notch (Figure 3; Moskowitz and
Rothman, 1996). Thus ABp descendants, and a subset of ABa descendants, can participate in later Notch
interactions. These examples of Notch-mediated induction of LIN-12 are in contrast to the intestinal interactions that
down-regulate LIN-12 expression (Hermann et al., 2000). Similarly, the third Notch interaction in the AB lineage
down-regulates LIN-12 expression (Neves and Priess, 2005). In addition to activating LIN-12 expression, the second
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Notch interaction serves to repress LAG-2/Delta expression (Moskowitz and Rothman, 1996). This interaction
restricts LAG-2 to ABala descendants that eventually serve as signaling cells for the third Notch interaction.
Notch-mediated repression of LAG-2 and LIN-12 requires REF-1 or REF-1 family members (Neves and Priess,
2005). The mechanism of Notch-mediated induction of LIN-12, or Notch-mediated repression of LIN-12, is not yet
known.

11. Perspectives
C. elegans provides an excellent system for a detailed understanding of how one of the key metazoan
signaling pathways, the Notch pathway, functions during development. Our current view of the Notch network in
the embryo will undoubtedly become more elaborate as additional interactions are discovered. For example, the
finding that Notch signaling functions in intestinal morphogenesis raises the possibility of other roles in tissue
morphogenesis that should be examined. Notch signaling might also have a role in neuronal pathfinding in late
embryogenesis, as it appears to have in Drosophila (Crowner et al., 2003). Such roles might be revealed by detailed
anatomical studies of lin-12 glp-1 double mutants.
A central question remains how Notch signaling is linked to so many different cell fates or cell behaviors
during embryogenesis. A ternary complex consisting of the DNA-binding protein LAG-1, the Notch intracellular
domain, and SEL-8/LAG-3 can function as a strong transcriptional activator in yeast assays (Petcherski and Kimble,
2000). However, there are over 30,000 potential binding sites for LAG-1 in the C. elegans genome, making it likely
that Notch activation is influenced by combinatorial factors that have not yet been identified. The REF-1 family of
Notch targets appears to be the major effector of Notch-mediated repression in the embryo, and analysis of this gene
family should provide insight into Notch-regulated transcription.
REF-1 proteins are distant relatives of the HES proteins that are Notch targets in other animals, indicating that
a major regulatory output of Notch signaling has been conserved in evolution. Analysis of the REF-1 family in C.
elegans embryos provides two examples where a Notch target also is expressed in Notch-independent cells. The
REF-1 proteins may have similar functions in both Notch-activated and Notch-independent cells, such that Notch
signaling effectively serves to replicate a Notch-independent pattern of development in additional parts of the
embryo. In future studies, it will be interesting in to see whether this theme continues for other Notch targets in C.
elegans and in other animals.
There are numerous phenotypic differences between embryos depleted of the REF-1 proteins and embryos
defective in some of the early Notch interactions, suggesting that there are several additional Notch targets
remaining to be discovered. Those targets may be found through genetic screens for mutants lacking
Notch-dependent cell types, or through bioinformatic studies as Notch-responsive enhancer elements are analyzed in
detail (Yoo et al., 2004). The well-characterized fate transformations that result from Notch signaling will provide a
rigorous test for deciding whether and how candidate target genes contribute to cell fate decisions.
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